
TRADING



THE TRADING PROS

For financial institutions, the trading room is the major profit 
generator for the company.  Attracting and keeping the highest 
quality traders is often attributed to sophisticated investments 
in trading technology combined with cutting edge, ergonomic 
design in the furniture and work environment.  That is why 
more and more prestigious financial clients choose Innovant 
to deliver a winning solution for their trading desk needs.   



“
“Cutting-edge design that supports forward-looking 

technology with superior customer service.
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Often what makes Innovant the top pick for trading desk selection is 
our ability to deliver a complete furniture package.  Our award-winning 
FORm_office workstations are a specially-scaled extension of our trading 
desks.  Combined with our comprehensive conference and private office 
products, Innovant is the only trading desk manufacturer capable of 
offering the benefits of scale and compatibility of options and finishes 
through a complete furniture solution.

SINGLE PLATFORM SUCCESS
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Incorporating the functionality, 
longevity and agility needed, 
Innovant’s product has an 
impressive level of detail 
without being over-built. 

“

“
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SETTING THE STYLE STANDARD



At Innovant, we promote purposeful design and clean lines in 
all of our products.  Our development team processes extensive 
design prototypes so that no performance element should 
offset the overall beauty of the desk.  As a result, Innovant is 
the top choice of designers and clients seeking a manufacturer 
for projects incorporating bespoke design elements.  
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CABLE MANAGEMENT

With almost twenty-five years of market leadership in trading desks, 
Innovant’s products incorporate an unmatched level of technology and 
cable management.  All of our products are designed to accommodate 
the cabling and power requirements of the most technology intensive 
trading environments.
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MONITOR SUPPORT

Innovant’s FORm family of products were engineered to effortlessly 
support multiple tiers of display technology with absolute minimum 
vibration transmitted through the furniture when agitated.  Additionally, 
every notable manufacturer of monitor arms has complete compatibility 
with Innovant trading desks.
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CPU MANAGEMENT



From thin client and small form factor to multiple full-size tower CPUs, 
Innovant trading desks have the most intelligent product features for 
housing critical technology while providing the mobility and cable 
management efficiency to make moves adds and changes easier and 
faster than competing systems.
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HEIGHT ADJUSTABILITY

Electric desktop lifting options engineered for the heaviest technology 
loads are available as a feature on day one as well as an add on feature 
for day two.  Adjustable height surfaces provide both an ergonomic 
benefit to the standing user as well as unhindered access to cabling and 
technology in the raceway and below. 



What sets this product apart is 
the level of consideration given 
to all of the consequences 
created by an adjustable height, 
open plan workstation. 

“

“
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THERMAL MANAGEMENT

At the core of intelligent trading desk design is the ability to effectively 
transfer heat away from technology and the user within a highly condensed 
environment.  Innovant trading desks are engineered to do just that and have 
been successfully tested in a wide variety of technology and environmental 
scenarios.  Where required, unique active air flow features are available to 
assist the passive airflow capability inherent in the desk. 
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PERSONAL STORAGE

Innovant brings to our trading desks the comprehensive product family of 
personal storage from our workstation and private office lines to deliver an 
unparalleled variety of options available in millwork and metal construction.
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PRODUCT TAILORING 

Integrating bespoke aesthetic and functional features in our trading desks 
is a unique Innovant specialty.  To be effective, tailoring a furniture product 
line cannot have a negative impact on overall cost and lead time.  At 
the same time, the methods of design and manufacturing must deliver 
the winning solution desired by clients and their designers.  At Innovant 
we achieve this balance of cost, lead time and desired result through a 
culture of accommodation backed by intelligent design and manufacturing 
processes that work in parallel with our standard products.

ABOVE: White corian end panel with fabric panel inlay and tailored storage pedestal.  TOP RIGHT: 
Recessed trading turret scribed into work surface.  BOTTOM RIGHT: Back-painted glass work surfaces. 



Innovant’s local and corporate 
teams offer an exceptional level 
of support, which echoes the 
company’s exceptional product.

“

“



TESTIMONIALS

“For over 15 years, Innovant has been a great partner to the bank. They have consistently 
developed high quality products that meet our exact needs, on time and within budget.”
 -Bill Hailey, LEED AP, SR Project Manager at Wells Fargo Corporate Properties Group

“In my experience with Innovant, I feel they have integrated cutting-edge design that supports 
forward-looking technology with superior customer service.”
 -Mary King Sullivan, IIDA, CDT, LEEP AP BD+C, Senior Associate at Little

“Innovant worked with us to customize the product to our needs. They listened and asked 
great questions and supplied a solution that exceeded the expectations of our users.”
 -Larry Ryan, Manager of Design and Space Planning at MFS Investment Management



“We evaluated 4 vendors and their different types of desks. Innovant product was very good 
quality, very flexible for our needs and when adjustments were needed, their engineering team 
worked well to accommodate us.”
 -Sean C. Chuckas, Director of Facilities at DRW Trading Group

“Innovant’s product was selected out of several industry-leading... brands for our US 
Headquarters Corporate Relocation Project. After a thorough review and comparison of 
Innovant’s product offering, price and on-site mockup, they were chosen for both the benching 
and trading desk solutions.

The Innovant team was very involved with our entire design team from project inception 
through mockup, delivery and installation. Their team was quick to respond to challenging on-
site conditions and took full responsibility for their product’s performance. We are very pleased 
with our decision and would recommend the Innovant product and design team to other 
companies.”
 -Jerry Aversano, Jr., Director of Facilities Management at Societe Generale



CONTACT
37 West 20th Street
New York, NY 10011
Tel: 212.929.4883
Fax: 212.929.5174
info@innovant.com

www.innovant.com

Twitter: @Innovant_inc
Facebook: Innovant Inc.
LinkedIn: Innovant

Environmental stewardship is a primary component of Innovant’s core philosophy. 
One of our key missions is to minimize our impact on the environment and to 
ensure our products are environmentally sustainable. All of our standard products 
already conform to a variety of eco-requirements and many items can be further 
configured to maximize LEED points. 

SUSTAINABILITY 

OUR STORY
Innovant designs and manufactures intelligent office furniture for the modern 
workplace. A recognized leader in the industry, we focus on integrating seamlessly 
into the overall architecture of a space, optimizing real estate, promoting employee 
productivity, and ensuring long term value to the client business. Innovant’s 
adaptable open plan workstations, conference solutions, private office designs and 
specialty furnishings are available to view in showrooms worldwide. 

We know that our clients navigate complex decisions when choosing a furniture 
system. Innovant provides expert guidance along the way, collaborating with client 
teams to determine optimal product configurations. Where appropriate, we will 
recommend and engineer tailored solutions based on specific client requirements. 
Every Innovant product is designed for efficient installation and easy reconfiguration 
over time as new features are introduced.
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